In accordance with the tentative plans of the trustees, the dedication of the Trumbull Memorial will take place on Saturday, October 19, at 8:30 p.m.

The dedication will consist of a formal address by President Ogilby, President Oosting, of the Physical Training Department, and possibly Mr. Howard T. Green.
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THE TROWBRIDGE MEMORIAL

With the opening of the new Trowbridge Memorial, greater opportunity will be provided to members of the student body to avail themselves of a form of recreation which is not limited to eleven months of the year. No all of which sports are open only to expert swimmers or to those sufficiently skilled to participate in such sports in which markedly every young man may participate. It is a form of exercise which a man can indulge in without the necessity of undergoing special training and practice. It is a sport which need not be restricted to those who have been trained, for the enjoyment of it is dependent upon the possession of strength and not upon skill. This is swimming.

The Trowbridge Memorial, in addition to its fine swimming facilities, will provide a large room for the seating of spectators. This game, as we understand it, is one which also may be played by the whole undergraduate body, and not merely by a select group. However, the advantages of swimming for health recreation are obvious.

It is only fitting, therefore, that the college—its president, faculty, alumni, and undergraduate body—participate in some simple exercise to show its gratitude to the donor, the architect, and others who have made this building, and the splendid opportunities it offers, possible.

NUMBER ONE

"The biggest upset in a day of football upsets occurred in Hartford on Saturday when the Trinity team nosed out Wesleyan Tech by a single point. That was a real upset, not even the slightest glimmer of the Blue and Gold giving them the victory. Their efforts did not bring the same results that appeared in the game against Brown. Although they defeated the boys from the Bay State," said Mr. Albert W. Kane in his post-game comments, "the game was won by two points, on the last play, when Mr. William J. Lee said, "The college football returns Saturday the leaving gentry gasping for breath, but the big wallop for the maximum possible points comes in a few weeks. Moreover, swimming is a sport which does not require the expenditure of a great deal of energy, and has the further advantage of being able to be enjoyed while playing some other exercises. It is a lamentable fact, that most of the present day sports entail much more work, and much more practice than they deserve. When he has been allowed to take a rest, men derive from watching eleven men batter themselves up and down 100 yards of greenwood to the rational mind there is but one thought: what hit them so suddenly."

The Trowbridge Memorial, in addition to its fine swimming facilities, will provide a large room for the seating of spectators. This game, as we understand it, is one which also may be played by the whole undergraduate body, and not merely by a select group. However, the advantages of swimming for health recreation are obvious.

It is only fitting, therefore, that the college—its president, faculty, alumni, and undergraduate body—participate in some simple exercise to show its gratitude to the donor, the architect, and others who have made this building, and the splendid opportunities it offers, possible.

INTERCOLLEGIATE NOTES

Better luck this week! Exchanges by the basketball.came, and we have enough clippings to make the column as long as ever, and even our most devoted fans will not read all of it. If anything does, it will be an endnuance test...

Speaking of endurance tests, we found this in the "Wallrus" of the Sew. "Another endurance crane is out! A fellow spent a year in a girl's college!"

In a more serious vein, "The Matter of Survival," we have not exactly with concerns endures, endures, concerns, the time of the world.

Intercollegiate Notes

TRINITY COLLEGE, Hartford, Conn.

"No pleasure is comparable to standing upon the vantage-ground of truth."
—Lord Bacon.
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